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IADI publishes second Chart Pack on Global Deposit Insurance Systems

The International Association of Deposit Insurers (IADI) has a vital role to play supporting its stakeholders by providing information from around the world on developments, trends and emerging issues in deposit insurance and financial stability.

As a result, we have been developing new ways to support our membership through our survey and data collection work and have now released a second edition of the IADI Chart Pack summarising key global deposit insurance areas. This product offers a snapshot of the key characteristics of deposit insurance systems from around the world. The underlying data is sourced from recent IADI surveys, including the 2020 IADI Annual Survey, which consists of responses collected from 114 deposit insurance systems, representing approximately 85% of jurisdictions globally.

The IADI Chart Pack is arranged into five themes focussing on deposit insurer structure, coverage and funding, reimbursement and resolution activities, public awareness and financial inclusion.

This is the second in a series of planned Chart Packs and provides deposit insurers with unique and timely perspectives on deposit insurance trends around the world.

The full IADI Chart Pack is available on IADI’s website. Any queries regarding the IADI Chart Pack and deposit insurance database can be addressed to:

Ryan Defina of the IADI Secretariat Research Unit.

The International Association of Deposit Insurers (IADI) was formed in May 2002 to enhance the effectiveness of deposit insurance systems by promoting guidance and international cooperation. Members of IADI conduct research and produce guidance for the benefit of those countries seeking to establish or improve a deposit insurance system. Members also share their knowledge and expertise through participation in international conferences and other forums. IADI currently represents 87 deposit insurers. IADI is a non-profit organisation constituted under Swiss Law and is domiciled at the Bank for International Settlements in Basel, Switzerland.